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Monte Vista Apartment
Price:  USD 350.000

Location:  Point Blanche

Bathrooms:  2

Bedrooms:  2

Amazing opportunity to own this spacious apartment with 
spectacular views!  Were you looking for that perfect Airbnb to 
invest in and did not want to spend a million dollars but want a 
million-dollar view? Well, we have found the place for you. Have a 
look at this amazing opportunity to own a spacious 2 bedroom 2-
bathroom apartment on the ground level entry. NO steps. Easy 
access.  Located at the growing luxury gated community on St 
Maarten called Monte Vista. This unit is part of several townhouses 
who share a common swimming pool. Upon entering the unit, you 
will be floored by the most spectacular ocean and island views of 
St. Maarten. Overlooking the cruise ship harbor, hills of St. Maarten, 
views of Philipsburg, all the green hills of the island and of course 
the blue waters surrounding our island of Sin Maarten.  Sit back, 
relax and watch this painting day in day out. The apartment 
features two large bedroom. Master bathroom with bathtub and 
separate shower and double sink as well as walk in closet. Second 
bedroom with closet space and bathroom with shower. A laundry 
room / storage for washer and dryer and pantry by kitchen. And 
the most amazing part of the apartment, the large open living room 
concept with pocket door closing completely in the wall which bring 
the living room together with the large outdoor deck overlooking 
the ocean! The common pool is a short walk of 25 meters away 
from the apartment with yet different views of our ocean.  Great 
rental potential or airbnb due to its safety, close proximity to 
Philipsburg and incredible views! Priced to sell! Call us for a private 
viewing. Shows easy! 
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